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I. INTR~INJ~TI~N 
Let c‘(I) denote the space of continuous. real~valued functions on the 
inter\,al I - ICI. 6) endowed with the uniform norm /I 11. Let U,, denote the set 
of all algebraic polynomials of degree II or less. and let II denote the set of 
all algebraic polynomials. For a given SF C(I). with best uniform approx- 
imation r,,(.f) from n,,. Newman and Shapiro 1 IO] showed that there is a 
constant ;’ > 0 such that 
~I./-- P I > Ii./‘- r,,(f)!1 + ;’ ~1 I-, ~ 7‘,,Cf)~l (1.1) 
for all 11 E I7,,. The largest such constant ;.’ is written ;s,,(J‘) and is called the 
rr,o/y ur?ic’i!,, consfar?/. It is known that 0 < y,,(J) < I and that ;#,,(f’) = I for 
any function j’E II,,. Let Af,,(J) = ;s,,(,/) ‘. Properties of the sequence 
I.zf,,u-)i,: ,, have been studied in / 7. 8. I I. I3 I. In particular. in j II Poreda 
asked: 
For what functions ,f’ in C(I) is the sequence {M,,(,I‘)},, ,) 
hoL~ndcd? 
I et N = I,f’E C(I): j\f,,(J’,},; ,) is bounded}. Evidently. I7 c B. Porcda ) I I j 
ca\ e an example of a function f@ B. Henry and Routier 18 1 gave a wide 
class of‘ functions which are not in B and conjectured that in fact B = t7. 
Let f<,,(J) = {s t I: ‘/‘(.Y) ~ 7‘,,(J)(s)~ = IIf- r,,(J)11 ! be the set of extreme 
points of ,/‘- 7‘,,(,/‘) and let ~ E,,(f’)l denote the cardinality of E,,(J). Previous 
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work indicates that the properties of the sequence / M,,(f’)},: ,, depend on the 
distribution of E,(f) in I and on IE,,(f)l. In particular. Schmidt I13 1 showed 
that if iE,,(J‘)/ = n + 2 for infinitely many n, then f@ B. This raised the 
question of whether in fact there exists a nonpolynomial function .f’ in C(l) 
for which lE,,(f)j > II + 2 for all but finitely many n. A negative answer to 
this question would solve Poreda’s problem. In 1 13 1 it was also shown that if 
there is a nondegenerate interval Ic, dl C- I for which E,,(,f) fl 1~. dl = 0 for 
infinitely many II, then f ‘& B. 
In Section 2 of this paper we demonstrate the existence of a 
nonpolynomial function ,f’ in C(I) such that IE,,(f)i > II t 2 for all II and 
show that B is of first category as is I7. In Section 3 we obtain an inter- 
polatory lower estimate for M,,(f’) which is similar to an upper estimate for 
M,,(J) given in 15 1. This lower estimate will then be used in Section 4 to 
relax the condition If?,(f)1 = n -t 2 for infinitely many II in Theorem 4 of 
I I3 I. In Section 5, two conditions based on the distribution of E,,(J) in I 
which ensure that f 6? B are given. 
2. N~NUNIQLJENESS OF ALWRNANTS 
For fE C(I). let e,,(f) =.f-- 7’,,(f). Then E,,(J) = 1-u E I: I~J,,(J‘)(x)I = 
II e,(.f Ill I. 
THEOREM 1. There is a nonpo/jvornial f’E C(Z) such that E,,(f)1 > 
n + 2 for all n. 
ProoJ: For convenience we assume that I = /--I, I I. We show that there 
is an even function fE C(I) such that 0 6? E,,(f’) for II = 0. I.... That such a 
function satisfies the conclusion of Theorem I can be seen as follows. Let u 
be the smallest positive element of E,,(f). The number (I exists since 
0 # E,(f) and E,,(J) is compact. Since r,,(J’) is even. e,,(f)( --u) = ~,,(J)(U) 
and E,(f) contains no points in the open interval (-u, (1). Thus an alternant 
for e,,(f) cannot include both u and -u. and we see that Z,,(f)1 > II + 3. 
We employ the Baire category theorem to demonstrate the existence of 
such a function. Let / be the closed subspace of C(I) consisting of all even 
functions in C(I). For II = 0. I...., let 
A,, = {J‘E /' : 0 E E,,(f)/. 
To show that A,, is closed, let {f;}; , be a sequence in A,, and j‘E ,’ such 
that jlfk -fli -+ 0 as Er + co. By the continuity of the operator T,,. Iie,,(,/;)il * 
II e,,(J‘)II and II e,,(Sk)lI = I e,,(f,)(O)I ---t Ie,,UXO)~. Thus I e,,(./XO)l = II e,,U’)ll and 
0 E E,,(f). So SE A,,, and A,, is closed. 
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We now show that An has an empty interior. Let j”E A ,i. We consider two 
cases. 
Suppose e,,(f)(O) = 0. Then f‘E l7,,. Given c > 0 select h E t so that 
/r(O) = 0, h(i/(n + 2)) = (-I )’ c. i = I...., II + 2. and h is linear on each of the 
intervals I(i ~ 1)/(/r + 2), i/(/z + 2)1. i = I...., t? + 2. Now extend h to be even 
on I-1. I]. Then h E /, T,,(h) = 0. and E,,(h) = (fi/(n A 2): i = I ,..,. II t 2/. 
If g =f’+ h. then since .f‘E II,,. T,,(g) = f + r,,(h) -f’ and e,,(g) = k. As a 
result. 0 cf E,,(g) = E,,(h). g 6? A,, . and 11 g -J’Il = 11 h1~ = t:. Hence, ,f is not an 
interior point of A,,. 
Suppose e,,(J)(O) # 0. Without loss of generality. assume r = e,,(f)(O) > 0. 
and let K. 0 < I: < r/2, be given. Since e,,(f) is continuous at 0. there is a 
R \ 0 such that 0 < r -- e,,(f)(s) < E for 1.~1 < 6. Define h on 10. (5:2. cj} by, 
h(0) = ~~ t:. h(6/2) = r - e,,(J‘)(6/2). and h(b) = 0. Now extend II 
continuously to 10, 1 1 so that --F < h(s) < r - e,,(f)(.u) for .Y E 10, 0‘1, and 
I?(.\-) = 0 for s E 16. 11. Finally, extend h to be even on I- 1. I 1. Thus 11 E I’ 
and II/r11 = E. If we set g= f + 11. then for s E I-1. 41 u 16. I /. 
I R(x) - T,,(f)(s). = le,,(f)(s)l < r. 
and 
.S(-y) ~ T,,(f)(-u) = e,,(f‘U) + h(.u) < e(f)(s) + r - e,,(f)(s) = r. 
Moreover. g(6/2) ~ 7;,(J‘)(S/2) = r. Thus 11 g - r,,(f)ll = r. If we !select an 
alternant for e,,(f). then since e,,(J) > 0 on l-d;, 61 at most one point in the 
altcrnant may lie in 1-A 61. Replacing this point by O/2. if necessary. wc 
obtain an alternant for g ~ r,,(f). and thus T,,(g) = r,,(S). Since g(0) ~ 
T;,(f‘)(O) = e,,(f)(O) ~ c = r - t;. 0 @ E,,(g) and g 6? A,,. In addition. 
l;g-f“l =llhll =I:. H ence. f‘ is not in the interior of A,,, and so A,, has an 
empty interior. By the Baire category theorem. t # U,: ,, A,,. and the proof 
of Theorem I is complete. 
The proof of Theorem I shows the existence of a set of functions of second 
category in I’ for which Poreda’s question remains unanswered. In contrast 
to this. we have: 
TIII:ORE~I 2. R is offirst cafegoty~ in C(I). 
ProoJ For L = 1. 2...., let B, = {f‘E C(I): M,,(f) < 15. II = 0. I ,... ). By 
Theorem 2 in 11 1, M,,(f) is a lower semicontinuous function off for each II. 
and B, is closed. Let fE B, For each n. select a polynomial g,, of exact 
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degree )I + I such that i/j’~- g,,l/ -+ 0 as II -+ co. By Theorem 2 in 17 /. 
lim ,)_, .&I,,( s,,) = co. and thus every neighborhood of ,f contains a function 
not in B, . B, has an empty interior. and Theorem 2 is proven. 
3. INTERP~LAToRY ESI-IMAFES FOR :kf,,(j') 
For fixed II. let S,, = ( p E II,,: ~1 pII = 1 }. The following characterization of 
;,j,,(f) is due to Bartelt and McLaughlin (see 11 ] and Theorem 5 in 13 1). If 
fE C(l)\n,,. then 
(3. I) 
Many of the analyses of the asymptotic behavior of M,(J‘) rely on an inter- 
polatory characterization of M,,(f) (see 17, 8. 13 I). Let 
be an alternant for e,,(f). For j = 0 . . . . . n t 1. let 4, be the unique polynomial 
in ITI,, satisfying qj(.ui) = sgn e,,(f)(x;). i = O,.... n + 1, if j. Cline 141 has 
shown that 
K, = K,,(.q ,...... v’,? ,) = max //yil (3.2) 
0. j<,,! I 
is a suitable strong unicity constant. that is. K,, 2 M,,(f). Henry and Roulier 
18 1 proved that K,, = M,(f) if lE,,(J‘)I = n + 2. As a result. the analyses of 
17. 8. 13 I either impose the condition or conditions which imply 
l!?,,(J)1 = II t- 2. Unfortunately. when lE,,(f‘)l > ~1 + 2. we only have 
+f,,(f) < min K,, . (3.3) 
where the minimum in (3.3) is taken over all alternants for e,,(J). An 
example which appears in 121 shows that the inequality in (3.3) can be strict 
when 1 E,,(.f’)) > II + 2. 
In this section. we obtain a lower estimate for M,(J) when E,,(J)/ > II + 2 
and T,,(S) f T,, , ,U”). 
LEMMA I. [/‘f E C(I)\I7,, , theta 
.hl,,(,/‘) = max{~l pII: p E t?,,. a(s) p(.u) $ I Jbr s E E,,(f) I. (3.3) 
Itshere a(r) = sgn e,,(f)(.u). 
Proo$ The assertion on p. 64 of Rice I I2 I (note the misprint: ~= should 
be 3) implies that the maximum in (3.4) exists. Let 4 E II,, satisfy 
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a(x) q(x) < 1 for x E E,(f) and 11911 = max(ll pi/: p E n,,. a(x) P(X) < 1 for 
s E E,,(f)}. Then 9/119li has norm 1 and by (3.1) 
and thus 1191/ < M,,(f). By (3.1) again. select p E S,, such that M,,(J) ’ = 
7,J.f) = max,, c,,(.f) (T(X) P(X). Then a(.~) p(x) M,(f) < 1 for .Y E E,(f), and 
M,(f) = II ~MnU-)ll G II 911. H ence. /19/l = M,(J), and Lemma 1 is proven. 
Suppose that 7’,(f) + T,, I ,(f). Then e,(f) can demonstrate no more than 
II + 2 points of alternation in E,,(f). We may decompose E,I(S) into 11 + 2 
nonempty subsets 
E”. E’..... E”+ ’ (3.5) 
satisfying (i) E’ is compact, i= O,.... tl + 1. (ii) max E’ < min E’ I’. 
i = 0 ,..., n. (iii) u(x) = sgn e,(f)(x) is constant over E’. i = 0 . . . . . n t 1, and 
(iv) sgn e,(f)(x)lE, = -sgn e,(f)(x)lc( I, i = 0 ,.... n. 
If IE,,(f)I = u + 2, then each E’ is a singleton, and the 9; in (3.2) are well 
defined. If I E,,(f)1 > n t 2. we demonstrate the existence of analogous inter- 
polating polynomials. 
LEMMA 2. Suppose that T,(f) # T,, ,(f). E’, i = 0 ,... . n t 1. are 
gil,en b~v (3.5), and a(x) is defined in (iii) above. Then &for j = O...., n + 1, 
there is a 9ni E II, and there are points yf,; E E’. i = I..... n + 1, i f j. such 
that u(x) 9,Jx) < 1 for x E E,,(f) and o(J>~,~) 9,;( JI$) = 1, i = 0 ,..., n + 1. 
i + j. Moreover, each 9,j is unique in the sense rhat qJji is rhe only polynomial 
in HT, such that o(x) q,;(x) < 1 for .Y E E,,(S) and a(x) q,,,(x) = I *for some 
.4- E E’. i = 0 . . . . . tl$ I, i#j. 
Prooj: In this proof we suppress the subscripts on 9,,i and J,:,,. This result 
depends not on f but on E,,(f) and its decomposition (3.5). 
We first consider the case in which E,,(f) is finite and induct on ,E,,(f‘)i. 
If ~ E,,(f)1 = n + 2, then we can write E’ = (s,}, i = 0 ,.... tt + 1. For fixed j, let 
I.’ = Y , i = O..... 
9(.Yi ;i U(Xi). 
n + 1. if j, and let 9 be the polynomial in n,, satisfying 
i = 0 . . . . . n + I. i # j. Then u(.uj) q(.u;) ,< 0. for oth,erwise 9 
would have n + 1 zeros. Thus the conclusion of Lemma 2 holds if /E,,(f)! = 
I7 +- 2. 
Assume that the conclusion of Lemma 2 holds whenever ~ E,,(f)\ = tn > 
ttt2. Let lE,,(f‘)l=m+ 1. and fixj, O<j<n+ 1. If Ej>2, delete one 
point i from E’ and apply the induction hypothesis to obtain 9 E3 IZ,, and 
J,’ E E’. i = O..... n + I. i #j. such that a(.~) q(x) < 1 for s E E,(f)\{z} and 
a(~%‘) 9(~.~) = I. i = 0 . . . . . n + 1. i #j. As before, u(z) q(z) < 0. and t.he result 
holds. Suppose (E’l= I. Then for some k, O<k<tt+ 1. k#j. lE”~>2. 
Delete one point 2 from Ek and apply the induction hypothesis to obtain 
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q E Il,,. j” E E’, i = 0 ,.... II t 1, i# k, i # j. and jVh E E”\{z} such that 
a(s) q(s) < I for .Y E E,,(f)\ {Z } and o( ~1’) 4( ~1’) = 1. i = 0 . . . . . II $- 1. i #,j. If 
a(;) q(z) < 1. then the result holds. Now suppose that a(~) q(z) > 1. Delete 
> .’ from E” and apply the induction hypothesis again to obtain q E l7,, . 
Jo’ E E’. i = 0 . . . . . 17 i I. i # X. i #.j, and J? E Eh\,{ ),h ! such that G(,Y) q(s) G I 
for .Y E E,,(J)\ { J’” } and ~(7~) S( y’) = 1. i = 0 . . . . . II -t 1. i i-j. We show that 
a(~,“)q(~,“)&. 1. Suppose G(.I~~)~(J-‘)? I. Then o(z)lq(;) ~Q(z)) >O and 
rr(~.“)(y(.\.‘) --q(~“)/ < 0. Since a(:) = a(~$) q ~ 4 has a zero between z 
and jsh. Similarly. q ~~ q has a zero between J.’ and J? (possibly inclusive). 
i = 0 . . . . . 17 t 1. i c k. i + j. Thus q ~ 4 has 17 +- I zeros and must vanish iden- 
tically. So y ~= (I and a( d’h ) q( j.h ) = a( .I,’ ) 4( d-h ) < 1. Thus the conclusion ot 
Lemma 2 holds for ~E,!:‘,l(J’) finite. 
Now suppose i b;,,(,/‘) is infinite. 
Since each E’ is compact. wc may select 17 + 2 sequences ;EL} hJ , . 
i -- O..... 17 t I. of noncmpty. finite sets such that EL c E’ and 
as X + a. i z 0 . . . . . 17 -c 1. Fixj. 0 $.j + 17 t I. For each X. we obtain 4, E IZ,, 
and ~,i, E EL. i = O..... 17 t 1. i z j. such that ‘T(s) yi(.Y) & 1 for .v E E, = 
0: ‘,[ EL and (T( j.1,) qh().i) = 1. i : 0 ,.“.. 17 + I. i #,j. Since each E’ is 
compact. we may pass to a subsequence and relabel so that .I$ -+.I” E E’ as 
k + co. i = O..... t7 t I. i f,j, By Lemma 3 in 191. the q, are uniform11 
bounded, and thus another relabeling allows us to assume that yh -+ 4 E ll,, 
uniformIS, on I as I, -+ co. For .Y E E,,(,f‘). say .uE E’. we may find a 
sequence ‘\’ 1’ ‘.hII I’ where each .v~ E EL and .vh +.Y as I\ --t a. Thus 
(5(.~) 4(-k-) = lim, , , a(.\-,) 4(.u,) & I. Also. fl( J,‘) y( J“) = lim, , , a( ~3;) . 
Yh(y;) = I. i = o..... 17 t I. i #,j. Thus the existence of the q,,, and the ~~~~~ is 
demonstrated. The proof of the uniqueness of the y,,, is the same as part of 
the induction step in the first case (that in showing S= 4). and we omit this 
detail. 
‘l-llt;oKFb1 3. Suppose that j’t C(l)\l7,, arid thar 7,,(J’) + I’,, ,(,/‘). Lcr 
El’. i = O..... 17 + 1. be the decomposition of’ E,,(J’) gillen in (3.5). atld ler q,,, . 
, j= O..... 17 + I. be [he unique pol~~nornia1.s given in Letnma 2. Therl 
Proof: The lower estimate (3.6) follows directly from the inequality 
o(.u) q,,,(s) ,< I for s E E,,(f) and Lemma 1. 
An example can easily bc constructed for which the inequality in (3.6) is 
strict. 
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4. CONDITIONS ON IE,,(f)l 
For fE C(Z)\I7, let {n,}F-, be the strictly increasing sequence of 
nonnegative integers whose range contains precisely those 12 for which 
T,,(f) # T,, + ,(f). For each k, let 
E”, El..... E”“’ ’ (4. I ) 
be the decomposition of E,,l(f‘) given by (3.5) with II = n,. 
THEOREM 4. Let f E C(I)\I7 and let (ni }i , be as described abore. [/ 
,for infinite/y many k, at most Tao of the sets E’. i = O,.... 11~ + 1. contain 
more than one point. then j’& B. 
Proof By relabeling we may assume that at most two of the E’ contain 
more than one point for all k = I, 2,... . For each j, 0 < j < nh t 1, let the 
polynomials qki and the points ~‘1,. i = O..... nh t I. i #j. be as in Lemma 2. 
For convenience, let yi;’ = a and J$,’ ’ = b. It is possible that Jam,’ = .I,!, or 
,,I I ? 
J hi 
.?iJ I =:-Ih; 
We first assert that, after extracting a subsequence and relabeling, for each 
k there exists j,. 0 <j, < nh + 1. and a polynomial pI. E U,,i such that 
~ pr( ~$;,)j < I. i = 0 . . . . . nh + I, i # j,. and 
lim max Ip,(-u)l = Co. 
h-i \E.,~ 
(4.2) 
For each k. let 1~~ and ~1~ be such that 1 E“” 1 > 1 and 1 E”“/ > 1 and 1 E’ 1 = 1. 
i = O,..., nh t 1. ifpu,, i # Pi. For fixed k. we can find a polynomial 
P, E l7,,, such that / Pk( ?%;,,)I = 1. i = 0 . . . . . nh t I, i # ,uuh. and 
~lP,~/>~log(n- 1)-c. (4.3) 
where c is an absolute constant. The polynomial P, is obtained by removing 
absolute value signs and inserting appropriate factors in the terms of the 
Lebesgue function corresponding to the nodes yiUk. i = O...., lfh + I. i # ,utlh. 
Inequality (4.3) then follows from the results of ErdGs (6 1. Thus 
lim h-7 IlPkIl = 03. 
If max{l P,(.u)l: x E E”“} is unbounded, we relabel further so that lim,+, 
maxi / P,(x)l: .Y E EUh } = co. In this case. we let j, = ,fih and ph = P,. 
Suppose that max( 1 P,(x)l: s E Euh } <A for all k where A > 1. If 
max{ 1 P,(x)l: x E E”h} is unbounded, then a relabeling allows us to assume 
that lim,_., max( 1 Pk(x)I: x E E”i} = 03. Since J$,~., = JIM,, for i + vi and 
i #pk. we see that IP,( $,,,,)I < A for i = 0 . . . . . nk + 1, i # 1~~. In this case. we 
let j, = 11~ and pI, = P,/A. 
Finally suppose that lPk(~y)l < B for all .Y E E,,k(f’) and ii = 1. 2..... where 
B 3 I. For each k. select sI, E I such that i P,(s,)l = /I P, 11. Since ~$f ’ E E’ ’ 
and .&,+ ,) E E’, .I$,~+ ,, < J.;: ’ for j = O,.... 11~ + I and so 
In this case. we select j, so that xk E / >>tj, ‘. ~9: ’ 1 and let pk = P,/B. The 
first assertion is now established. 
Assume now that, after relabeling. j, and pA E Il,,, have been chosen for 
each k so that (4.2) and that above (4.2) hold. For i = O,..., 12~ t 1, i fj,. let 
lki be the polynomial in 17,,1 such that lki( .I’;~,) = 1 and Iri()$,,,) = 0, j = O,.... 
11~ + I. j # i. j fj,. For i = 0 . . . . . tzk t- I. i ij,. the polynomials a(~:,,) I,,(.u) 
have the same sign on the interval int(J,). Now select .yk E 1, such that 
j pk(.yk)I = maxYEJk / pk(x)I. Then using the Lagrange interpolation formula. we 
have 
by Theorem 3. It now follows that lim,+,, M,,i(f) = 00 and J‘& B. 
The following corollary is a special case of Theorem 4 with more concrete 
conditions and follows at once. 
COROLLARY I. Let f‘E C(I)\f7. If’ / E,,(f)1 6 n + 4 for infinite/j* rnarz~~ II. 
fhen f65 B. 
Corollary I extends Theorem 4 in 1 I3 1 and now reduces the resolution of 
Poreda’s problem to considering those .fE C(I) such that i/Z,,(j) > n + 4 for 
all but finitely many II. 
In I13 1 it was observed that if f”‘* ” # 0 in the open interval (a, b) for 
infinitely many 17, then ,fe B because such a function satisfies 
i E,,(f)1 = 11 + 2. 
COROLLARY 2. Let f‘E C(I) n C * (a, 6). If f (" l~anishes at most Jire 
times in (a. b) for infinitelJ1 mango 17, then f 6Z B. 
Proof: Let tz be such that J“” ’ ” vanishes at most five times in (a. b). Let 
177 be the largest nonnegative integer such that T,,,(f) = r,,(f). Then T,,(f) + 
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T,,,+,(f) and let E’,..., Em+’ be the decomposition of E,(f) given by (3.5). 
We show that at most two of the sets E’, i = O..... m + 1, contain more than 
one point. If E’ = (x), then e,(f)’ (x) = 0 unless .Y is a or b. If {I. J!} G E’. 
then e,(j) (x) = e,(f)’ (y) = 0 and e,(f)’ (z) = 0 for some z between s 
and J’ unless x or ~1 is a or b. If more than two of the sets E’ contain more 
than one point. then e,(f)’ must have at least m + 6 zeros in (a, b). By 
Rolle’s Theorem J”” * I’ = e,,(f)“’ ’ ” must have at least m + 6 - II zeros in 
(a, b). Since m > n. f’” ‘ ” would have at least six zeros in (a, 6) which is a 
contradiction. 
5. CONDITIONS ON THE DISTRIBUTION OF E,(f) 
For convenience in this section, let I = 10. ~1, P, = span { 1. cos .Y...., 
cos nx), and P = lJ,“- o P,,. Let fE C[ 0, n]\P. Since f GZ P, there is a strictly 
increasing sequence ink}?=, of nonnegative integers whose range consists 
precisely of those n for which r,,(f) # T,, , ,(f). Here T,(f) denotes the best 
uniform approximation to f from P,,. As in (3.5) we decompose E,,I(j”) = 
1-u E 10, ~1: le, (f)(x)l = II cl(f)11 I3 w h ere e,&“) = f - Tnk(f) into thle subsets 
E”, El,..., EnAt’. In order to describe the distribution of EnA in 10. 711. let 
U; = min E’, /Ii = max E’, i = 0 . . . . . n, $ 1. and let 
A,,l = max(/Ii ~ LI,: i = 0 ,.... nh + I } 
and 
~,,~=rnax(~r,:71-~,,~;~(~., -/I, ,.i= l..... nr}. 
Then Avr is the largest diameter of the sets E’, and 6,,1 is the diameter of the 
largest Interval in 10, ~1 which contains one E’ but no other points in E,(f). 
Observe that A,i < 6,1. We establish conditions on Ani and 6,,1 which ensure 
that f 4 B. 
THEOREM 5. Zflim inf, +* nkAn, = 0. then f @ B. 
Proof. Let S, = (p E P,,i: IlpIl = l}. Then by (3.1) applied to 
trigonometric polynomials, 
By a remark of Henry and Roulier 181 
Ki = min max 
ptSk Ositni* 1 
I sgn eni(f )(q) I Pt”i)* 
(5.1) 
(5.2) 
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where K,,i = K,,l(uo ,..., (I,,~, ,) is given by (3.2) using trigonometric 
polynomials. Select 4 E S, such that 
and select .I’ E E,,i(f) such that 
I w e,,k(f’)( Y) I Y( .I,) = max \Ft,ii(tI I w e,li(.f‘)(-~) / W). 
Now selectj such that >’ E E’. Then sgn P,,~(./‘)( .r) = sgn ~,~,(j’)(u,) and 
Isgnr,,,(J’)(?,)Iq(~‘)- Isgne,,l(.~)(ai)Iq(~l,) 
z lq( j’) ~ C/(Clj)/ = q’(r)1 j’ (1, < tI~Ll,r, (5.3) 
for some < between (1; and J’. where the last inequalit!, follows from 
Bernstein’s inequality 14. p. 91 1. Thus by (5.1 ). (5.2). and (5.3) 
;~,,,(J‘) < max ! c I, “i ( f J I sgn e,,i(f’K~) 1 LILY) = / sgn e,,,(./)( .I,) I y( ~1) 
< lw e,,l(f’)iq)I 9(a,) + t1,J,2, 
= K,,, ’ c t1A:3,,1. 
By Theorem 2 in I 13 I. K,,i’ + 0 as X ~* co, and by hypothesis ~,.3,, + 0 as 
P+ cc for a subsequence {II, ) of I/Z,]. Thus r,,,(f’) + 0 as I‘ + co. 
1 M,, (f‘ I/ ,: ,, is unbounded, and .ftf B. 
THEOREM 5. [f‘lim supI _, 11~ rjRA = mu. r/w ,/‘@ B. 
ProoJ Assume without loss of generality that lim, j, ~,d,,$ = CG. The 
proof is given for 6,,1 = c;li + , ~ p, , since the case 6,,1 = (1, and b,), == T[ ~ p,,, 
are similar. Let c = (11, , + N , ,)/2. Define h E CIO. xl by k(O) = h(lll; ,) = 
h(tri, ,) = h(n) = 0. h(c) = --sgn ~>,,~(f‘)i, . and linear in between these points. 
Then 11 satisfies a Lipschitz condition with constant /1 = 2b,,i’. By Jackson’s 
Theorem 14, p. 143 I there is a polynomial p E P,,k such that /oh p’l & 
n/l/2(rz, + 1) = T/(H~ t I) d,,i. If rk = n/(ni, + 1) S,,i. then lim, ., rk = 0. For 
li sufficiently large. 1 pll > 111~~  ;i = I TV > 0. For s E E,,I(J’)\E’. 
I sgn e,,i(f’)(s) I p(x) < / pi = i /Z(S) p(s)i & ri 
Since sgn /I(.\-) = -sgn e,?(J‘)(.u). for .Y E E’ ?- (/Y, , . (1, , ) we have 
lsgn e,,(.f‘)(.~)/ p(s) G lsgn e,,(.f’)(.~)I(p(s) -. /7(x)) 
< / p(s) ~~ h(s)1 6 Tk. 
By (5.1) 
Thus M,I(j”) > (I - rk)/zk which tends to 00 as k + co. and f @ B. 
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